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Leaving TylerI made an early start and was walking along the highway toting a tall backpack, carrying a side
bag, and dragging a pullalong. I saw right away that it would not be a simple task to find good
places to drag things along. I also saw that expecting a ride before the sun comes up high is
unlikely. Maybe expecting any ride at all is a long shot.
I was delighted when a truck pulled up and a nice old guy was offering me a ride. I loaded up my
tall backpack, bloated sidebag, and large pullalong into the back of his pickup and hopped in. He
pointed out the handgun on the console and patted the gun in his holster. "Don't try anything".
There ya have it. I ain't lyin'. The oldster was a licensed mean guy. "Awesome, you are a licensed
gun carrier", was my comment. I feel safe inside. It was rather funny. But, he promptly gave me
a ride to Alto. This was the smoothest this trip would go. Alto is the tiny town at the intersection of
Hwy 69 out of Tyler, and Hwy 21 to Nacogdoches.
Alto1st Baptist Church
There is a somewhat large church in Alto that seems to give it a place on the map. Being that it
was Sunday, and around 8:30 AM, I strolled over and noticed activity in the parking lot by the
door. I ran into two really nice gentlemen who treated me very kindly as they suggested I come in
for coffee. I accepted and also mentioned that this would be a great chance for me to speak to the
preacher as I am on my way.
I got into a conversation with these two fine guys and it only took about 2 minutes for the older of
the two to condemn me to Hell. The older one walked off while the younger suggested I wait about
an hour for the preacher to show up. I told him that was not an option as I am a traveler and the
road is waiting.
They refused to talk to me even if I did stay and have coffee. This is the normal response from

Christian church members. They not only want total control, but also make sure that nothing can
threaten their self-worship. I wish I could have stayed and seen if these men changed their minds
and wanted to satisfy their curiosity about me. Of course that would have been less than a 1%
chance...actually, no chance at all.
Ride To Nacogdoches
I walked down the highway as best I could but there just wasn't any way to carry these heavy bags
on this highway, as it had no shoulder at all. I ended up turning around and looking for a place to
stop and rest. I found some shade and sat down for a bit, and then started again. It took maybe 15
minutes for me to see that Hwy 21 was not "my road". I ended up laying down on the side of the
highway on a culvert with my head on my backpack. A nap was in order.
I was awakened by a fine young woman with her child who promptly offered me a ride, as she was
going to Nacogdoches for some shopping. It didn't take very long and we were in Nacogdoches. I
noticed there was a Wal Mart and some other things I am used to. We parted our ways and I
began walking again. This young woman was just wonderful, and even though I was not a pretty
sight, treated me with kindness.
I was extremely lucky to have received help from a wonderful, kind, and beautiful young woman. I
would have jumped right onto the back of a tractor with a gorilla driving it if that was my option.
NacogdochesAA Meeting
I had done my laundry at a barely functioning, filthy laundromat and was walking back. Normally,
I would have refused to do my laundry in such a pathetic place, but this city seemed to let me
know up front that I better not expect much. Everywhere I looked, things were a disaster.
Right as they were starting an AA meeting, I passed by and noticed it was beginning. I went in.
This meeting was different from any I have seen before. They all talked about how they had
conquered their problem, as they all had done. When it was my turn to talk, I told them that I was
proud of them and apparently this was just a sign for me to see that it can work.
In Tyler, their meetings were always about their failures and how they are struggling with their
bibles. I was glad to see that the AA has a purpose that deals with the bottom line...not what I saw
in Tyler.
I left this meeting and continued looking at Nacogdoches...walking with my bags.
Godtel
This town has some growth and new stores, such as Wal Mart and several fast food restaurants.
It even has a loop and a beautiful college...Stephen F. Austin. Lots and lots of nice pine trees
along with oaks and others. But, it is so old.
At the only homeless shelter I could find, Godtel, I was able to get a shower. They only had one...it
was an antique bathtub, no shower, just a plastic gallon jug with the top cut off. I poured the water
over me and actually got clean eventually. But for the homeless, this is all they have. It has no A/C
and that is where the problem begins.

Nacogdoches is not such a small city that their Godtel needs to have such a symbolic bathtub. A
symbol that nothing is too pathetic for the homeless here in Nacogdoches. Too bad I didn't stay
long enough to get a grip on the management procedures and write a story about that.
I could see right away that Godtel had nothing to offer me. A lack of commitment is in plain sight,
and this whole city sheds a light in the morning on a huge problem in plain sight. It may well be the
challenge for me, but Goodbye Nacogdoches, I have had more than enough of a challenge all
along my way. Maybe this will be a future challenge for me. Suffering is definitely a part of this city.
The City
I would not want to be in charge of remodeling and upgrading Nacogdoches. It is so far gone that
it looks hopeless. I got out of this city right away. It was a similar feeling to what I had in Waco
(sickening evil feeling), but much more rotted out and falling down.
LufkinI took a liking to this city right away. It was the right size town (a little bigger than Nacogdoches)
and had a small Salvation Army. They have several really nice parks here and a lot of churches,
along with a sizable homeless population and a drug problem...although not nearly as bad as
Tyler. But, In Tyler, there was opportunity for the homeless. They could fly signs and beg for
money...making $40/hour. They could get day work that paid cash daily. Or, they could prey on
the weak. Or they could con people out of their money.
In Lufkin, the police have things under control nicely. They seem very professional and have a
perspective that is predictable. They do the right thing...where in other cities I have seen it go
other ways. There is not much work available for the homeless, and flying signs is illegal. The con
men are still operating, but on a smaller scale. They will put a knife in your face for $2. I feel
somewhat safe at night with the police showing me the respect that they do.
The businesses that I encountered, and their management, were successful and not only treated
me very well, but were sincerely interested in who I was and what I was doing. I was always
welcome to loiter or sleep in their parking lots, or nearby. They liked my somewhat neat
appearance as compared to other homeless, although I needed a haircut and shave. It was the
businesses that helped me make the decision to stay in Lufkin.
The churches were on the other end of the spectrum. They only serve themsleves...and unless I
am here to serve them, they want me to go away. They must protect their secrets.
Salvation Army
Just like the other Salvation Army sites I have visited, this one was willing to accomodate me if
they could. I did not have to attend a bible study or church session, although they expected a
personal commitment of some sort toward a devotion to the bible. They were concerned with the
bottom line of each homeless person. Each town I go to I look to see if they have a "Sally", since
that tells me up front what to expect.
This small location has only twelve beds and one shower. It has a very small cafeteria, but they do
offer lunch to the outside crowd most days during the week. Most Fridays and all weekends had
no lunch, plus...any time that the cook (on payroll) didn't want to work, there was no lunch. It was

a help but I could not depend on this for my lunch. Even when I did get lunch it was not a filling
meal, and was always one of four or five different meals.
The meals were usually good but not more than expected from a Salvation Army. If I were going to
make a suggestion, I would ask that they just make the portions a little bigger. Many of the
homeless that had lunch here went to the Godtel afterwards so they could eat again, if they were
allowed. But this suggestion is the same at every Sally I have been to...even the state of the art
facility in Tyler. But, in Tyler it was more than just a cup of soup.
I understand that feeding a homeless person on a longterm basis is not the goal, but I still think
that larger portions is heading in the right direction. I have lost 30 pounds since I started eating
Sally food, but of course, I got plenty of exercise. I realize that no matter what they do at a Sally, it
will be exploited by the homeless. The homeless lost their personal integrity long ago.
The Salvation Army organization has a set of rules and expectations that are based on many
years of experience and success. They can almost always be counted on for help. The rare time I
ran into a problem is usually because a person who managed the operation left and had to be
replaced.
The homeless who were residents at the Sally had excellent meals at dinnertime. They were
prepared by Jimmy or Billy. The residents were required to do some light chores right before
dinner. I was amazed at how hard it was for one of these homeless to have any sort of positive
attitude. They rarely put much effort into their job and the chore was barely done. The few times
when I did a chore, I made an impression upon Jimmy or Billy.
When a town does not have a Salvation Army, I know there will be a problem. We can complain
about the meals or showers, or anything else, but in the end, we love it. The institution of Salvation
Army, even in its worse condition, is a wonderful support to those in need.
There is controversy now about this exact matter, but the reality is, we created this problem and
those homeless people who exploit what is avaliable are just doing what humanity does when
dealt these cards. The homeless are taking responsibility for OUR actions...those that we force
upon them. What we need is a management team that places truth on the table and deals with
that...rather than stroke egos of those who donate their time or money.
Preachers commonly have a sermon that points out the reality that as parents we set an example
for our children. That they will likely become like us. When we look at the pathetic condition of our
homeless population, that is just an example of the true reality of our condition. We exploit, and
we refuse to take responsibility for our actions, make excuses, and blame others. We created a
work of art within our society and it is called homelessness.
Jimmy
I really like the way the Salvation Army has a man who is qualified running the show. Jimmy has
been working there for eight years and knows how to handle the homeless and their problems. He
sincerely cares, and that is one of the main differences between an honest shelter for the
homeless and a pretender...but then again, pretending is what Christians do the best. Jimmy does
care about the homeless and does care about his job.
Jimmy will stand behind the bible just as I do, but does not hide behind it as Christians do. He not
only gave me what I needed in the way of help, he wanted me to have it. He wanted to give me

more, and never asked me for anything or laid down silly rules designed to make his job easier.
He just wanted to help. He did wonder about me as far as my abilities when it comes to writing and
all the skills needed here, such as interpretation and comprehension.
Jimmy had no problem telling his life stories or listening to mine. He had many years of direct
experience and knowledge with addictions and depression. I witnessed daily the respect the
homeless had for him, while these same men had no respect for Godtel. But, these same men
had to walk in the door at Godtel and keep their mouth shut so they could stay for meals or shelter.
The homeless could have a sense of self-respect at the Sally, and then when they enter Godtel it
is exactly the opposite.
Both the Salvation Army and Godtel need support from the community and society overall. A new
avenue of support that offers a fresh perspective based on truth is what they need. I think I could
help provide a bottom line that offers success if we would all work together, but the Christians
refuse to do anything unless they have total control, and their wishes are all that matters. They
only help if it is within their self-worship and egoic self-image.
Consider the fact that the Christian church is what we count on for the foundation of the definition
of mankind, as it relates to the vibration of the soul and ego, it is no wonder we are lost. I envision
a situation where we are empowered with an honest concern and caring that does not include ego
and money, and we have a new trail. One where a preacher does not have a congregation of
hypocrites. It is quite a stretch of the imagination to discuss a church with integrity, but that is what
I talk about.
Godtel
I went to this place seeking help similar to what I was hoping to get from the Salvation Army. In
Tyler, the Gateway To Hope supplied me with everything I needed that the Salvation Army did
not...showers and computer access. They also gave me laundry service if I needed it. They had
the finest leadership and redefined what commitment is toward the homeless.
At Godtel, they did not want me there at all up front. It was obvious that this place tries to avoid
adding anything that might make their job harder. When I told them that all I wanted was a shower
three times a week and a breakfast whenever convenient, they could not come up with a good
excuse to send me down the road. So they made a set of rules.
They told me that I would be required to attend their morning and evening bible study each day,
no matter what services I wanted. I reminded them that I did not want to live there, or stay the
night there...that I slept on concrete. They did not care about me at all. They just told me that they
were a Christian ministry, and I would comply with their rules or I was not allowed there.
I was not allowed to wear shorts, and operating within a daily Christian hypocritical condition was
my bottom line. Keeping my mouth shut and never having any chance of sharing anything, looking
like a fool and doing chores was what they wanted from me. I did not stay long but if I had, I am
sure I would have a whole page of their crazy rules and hypocritical standards of
operation...probably several pages. Plus, their meals were of an unpredictable quality.
After that first day, I made it a point to walk past their site and pause in the shade and rest a bit,
since I was carrying heavy luggage. The manager routinely saw me and made it clear by his look
that he is better than me. He provided me with pure evidence of the hypocrisy that I write about
when I think of Christians. And this is not his fault. Not only is this the definition of humanity, it is

also the definition of Christianity. Even if the manager wanted to improve his standards of quality,
and address the bottom line, he would have to go out on a limb and risk all that he is...because he
would not have the support of the churches. In fact, he would be their enemy, and they would
dispose of him.
I understand at least as well as the Christians how dangerous and dishonest the homeless person
can be. Maybe I am not so good at showing it, but I try to remember that I am looking in the mirror
when I see a homeless...or a Christian. Just because they both lie and have addictions that
govern their lives, that does not mean that I could not be in their places if my life drove me that
way.
Not only could I have been knocked onto a path of suffering, I could also have been bra inwashed
into a hypocritical state of Christian self-worship. The more I investigate the bottom line of this
path of ego worship, the more it slaps me in the face with the reality of how Christianity is a
fear-based easy way out for egotists. But, in the small rate of success it has (10%), I have
witnessed greatness.
I walk around Lufkin carrying my backpack and handbag, while also toting my carryall luggage on
wheels, seeking truth. I have an extremely difficult time finding even one person who cares about
truth, as they know that it threatens their existence on the ego mountain their economic future
depends on. But, each week I do run into a curious person who takes the time to get to know who
I am.
Lufkin must be just too small a town for anyone to care. Conforming to their small society is
necessary to live here. There is a church everywhere I walk, and this town is obviously dominated
by the bible. All a person has to do is go to church, and their success is guaranteed. Kiss some
butt and keep the mouth shut. No truth allowed. Just another typical small town in Texas. Life here
is all about the ego.
The typical homeless person will do what is necessary to get by. Bible study is just a part of it.
Eating out of dumpsters and "hustling"...(a form of begging based on a plan to attract donors), is a
daily routine. They also have to exploit the Godtel for whatever the can get.
This homeless "shelter" is an excellent example of the truth behind what the churches offer. They
try to establish a self-worth in their actions, but then find out that problems come with the effort to
provide solutions. They are not truly committed to their task and find an easy way out, just as they
do in their religion. The bible gives them an easy way out and they never have to deal with truth.
As I quote a preacher in Tyler, "Christians don't want truth. They only want facts...from the bible."
The Godtel has rules in place to force their homeless to be like them. They must not wear shorts
and must attend bible study twice a day. These type of rules do not help the homeless, but
instead, help the Christians to have more self-evidence of their faith. Plus, a person does not have
to be qualified to run this type of shelter...they only need to have a bible. I have seen those who
preach to the homeless use a very soft voice as if that makes them more skilled.
I suggest that to improve this operation, Godtel would need to start at the beginning...which is
truth. Rather than have an easy way out, the bible, they should know something about the
homeless and have direct experience. Solving problems, such as addiction and depression, it
might even help to care. I was told that they serve better meals than the Sally, but that is only for
those who accept the rules in place. And I was also told that the manager and employees ate the
same meals which gives them a reason to care about the quality of that meal. Take away that

perspective and we all know how the meals would be.
If I had the chance to meet wth some leaders of this organization, we might be able to build
something with equity, if I could convince them to care. They would have to stand up for truth, and
there we have the problem. They only want to have everything go their way, and if that occurs,
then they would like to see the homeless study the bible.
I give Christianity credit for their success in the past in dealing with addicts that are in prison.
These people are in a position where they are faced with the reality of their predicament.
Spirituality has value when it is one of the few options for them. What I try to offer is a new source
of faith...one that gives them credit for their past and understands their problems and
shortcomings. Quoting the bible will not do any of this, but if a person is desperate, it offers them
a way out.
Streets
When I first came to Lufkin I was quite confused. This town has been here a long time and the
downtown has been remodeled a couple of times. The streets leading away from the downtown
area run off parallel but then veer off at an angle. I walked in big circles the first week since I just
could not remember the routes.
Once I had been there maybe ten days I got a city map. This explained the whole situation. I had
my sleeping areas that were on concrete in lighted shopping centers, and the fast food
restaurants were right around the corner. The Salvation Army was nearby, and I walked by the
Godtel almost every day.
There are several restaurants on the main street, Timberlake, that I would eat at...such as Taco
Bell, Burger King, KFC, Bodacious Barbecue, and China Garden. My disability budget allowed me
just enough to eat pretty well.
This whole area of town that I walk around...connecting the downtown area, the Sally, and
Timberlake, was full of churches.
As I walked, I had my large backpack full of bedding and my small bag of dirty clothes and shower
kit, as well as the luggage that I pulled behind me. If I wasn't pulling my bags, it was because I had
them stashed in some bushes somewhere. But mostly I was carrying my bags.
Hangouts
Taco Bell
I was crazy about this place. The employees there treated me as if I was special, and I could not
get enough of the Nachos Bel Grande and crunchy tacos. I would get a small drink and refill it. So,
I could have a decent meal for $5. It gave me a pretty fancy thing to look forward to each day.
None of the other homeless had that option. Even if they did have some money coming in, it didn't
go to something as silly as Taco Bell. It went toward beer or cigarettes, or drugs...or in some
cases here in Lufkin...food.
That is one thing I noticed different here than in Tyler...a few of the homeless used food stamps. In
Tyler, they all sold theirs for half value so they could use the money toward addictions. But still,
the addictions go on here as well. Cigarettes have placed a stain on humanity that is huge. They

reduce the quality of life so dramatically that it seems hopeless to help.
I was eating a few tacos in Taco Bell one day and one of my peers saw my bags parked out front.
He came in and showed me his face. He had been mugged, and his face was swollen and his
right eye was terribly red. The management there fed him at no charge. Leave it to a fast food
reastaurant to take up the slack for the huge hole that the Christian church leaves behind. He was
fed a quality meal...the same as me. Not a bologna sandwich.
Burger King
This was a really nice spot for me. They had free wifi internet as well as a $.50 small drink for
seniors. I could eat a big meal that I liked very much for $6.38, and a senior special for $3.00. This
is where I did most of my writing. I had breakfast there and after some coffee, was ready to do
some work. They keep this store very clean and the environment is ready for some creative
writing.
I like their hamburgers, and the french fries are awesome. The rest of the menu is nice as well. I
would receive donations of chicken nuggets from the drive-by locals when I was sleeping, and
they were always good. The employees knew me by name and I never had to explain how I liked
my burger.
Burger King was my stop almost every day. I considered the employees to be my friends.
KFC
This place was great with a filling meal for $5.41. I was happy to stay within my budget and not
cheat. I just cannot go wrong eating here. They are very generous and like to provide their
customers with a box of food that is what they expect, or more. I also made this a regular
stop...almost every day.
The employees treated me as if I were special. I was impressed and it appeared that they
sincerely like their jobs. I think they know that they have happy customers. The manager, Ben,
went out of his way to see that I was pleased. This food is very good, and is one of my favorites.
Bodacious Barbecue
I met the owner of Bodacious Barbecue, who gave me a free lunch. It was awesome. He pulled up
my books online while I ate and was impressed. We had a nice conversation and this will now be
a weekly stop for me. The restaurant is a standout for this community, even though there are a
couple of other barbecue stores nearby. The owner, Charles, invested alot and inside it is
immaculate. I make this a regular stop.
China Garden
I like Chinese buffets and this one is good. The owner was extremely nice to me and very
interested. She knew me even when it was almost a month before I came back the second time,
and asked me specific questions about my writing. She wanted me to know how nice many of the
people are here in Lufkin. I think I fell in love with her.
Chestnut Village

This shopping center is kept very clean and has nice stores in it. Plus, it has overhangs that
protect me from rain...with several facings that managed most of the wind angles. I had three
police cars pull up on me the first time, five the second, and one car several times. They had no
idea what to do with me. So, I was treated quite politely. This is another feature that the homeless
do not enjoy. They would be run off, or worse. The police department in Lufkin seemed to always
be looking to protect me...calling me Mr. Welch.
This parking lot is nice and smooth. At night it has parking lot birds (kildeer) that run along
gathering insects of some sort, while two kittens would sit under the lamp poles and wait for
cicadas and grasshoppers to drop. They were very wary of a couple of dogs who were on the
prowl and were afraid of me, but once I opened a couple small cans of 9 Lives they became a bit
friendlier.
This shopping center is where I slept. It has a Dollar General store that made things convenient,
and the owners of several of the other stores were very nice to me. One is a Lockheed Martin
office, also a Tuesday Morning store, Mr. G's Fashion store, a Dollstar dance and fitness
place...that was nice-pretty girls all the time everywhere. Plus, there is a Academy Of Hair
Design that was very busy.
Overall, people appreciate what I stand for...someone who is taking a stand for what they believe
in. Giving, sharing, and truth. It was common for people to be curious, and I received many
donations of food. It really helps for a homeless man to have a neat and clean appearance.
Those who drove by would sometimes stop and talk, and offer me food or money. They wanted to
know that I was doing OK.
Women's Shelter Thrift Store/Salvation Army Thrift Store
The Women's Thrift Store was awesome. I still had a couple of shirts I needed to complete my
small wardrobe, and they had them dirt cheap. I just had a nice feeling in this store. I like the way
someone can hope to find something at a bargain like this. And after shopping this Cheap Thrift
Store, a stop in at the Salvation Army Thrift Store would be a similar trip.
When The Sally would run a sale, I could buy a really nice long sleeve shirt for $1.50. The clothes
I could get dirt cheap at this thrift store were exactly what I wanted, and the price was almost free.
The quality of these clothes was very good, and I was happy to have them. This is a display of the
donations that the Sally would receive.
Fallas
The Fallas Thrift Store next door to the Women's Shelter store had new clothes that were a bit
more expensive than the used next door, but still about a third of retail...or less. I found two pair of
new Wrangler jeans that were exactly what I have been looking for but have not been able to find
anymore...size 35 waste and 34 length. Now they only seem to come in 34/34 and 36/34. So, I
bought them at $12.95 each...half price. Now I have jeans that fit.
The store manager, an exotic beauty named Brenda, flat out treated me special. She is just so
nice. I noticed that all the men treated her kind, and it is no wonder why. She is an example of
what fancy clothes can look like on a moving sculpture. It was hard work running a store like this
that is so busy.

This store was always so busy. The front parking spaces were always full. Brenda never had a
problem with me playing solitaire next to her store. She had a difficult job that kept her busy, but
she never let it show. This is a store that the community truly appreciates.
Louis Bronaugh Park
This is a small park, but is very impressive with its circle of tall flagpoles and granite benches on
the stone laid walkway. The city takes care of it as it is mowed and the trash bins are kept emptied.
It has a parking lot that is shared with City Hall. This is a wonderful spot to have next to the
impressive City Hall building. The homeless hang around here while they wait for the lunch doors
to open at the Salvation Army.
Kenneth Askins along with his wife Teresa, on 9/16/2014, used their food stamps to get $25 worth
of supplies and go to the park and feed whoever is there with sandwich makings. He had lettuce
and tomato, ham and franks, and a bunch of other stuff. He had to get salt and pepper, and
mayonaise...knowing that he would not be keeping the leftover. That is one of the major needs for
the homeless...a manner of keeping refrigerables.
This was a very sincere effort on the part of Kenneth and his wife. This is not common among the
typical homeless, as they are used to being trteated as worthless. He mentioned that he was told
by angels to feed the people. The lunches at the Salvation Army are barely a meal at all, but that
is no secret. If you are going to eat their meals for over a year like I did in Tyler, then you will
certainly lose weight as I did.
In Tyler there were the times that a church would come in with a meal and it was usually slightly
better than the typical Salvation army meal. Here in Lufkin it would seem that church groups
would have lots of room of improvement on the meals and would welcome a chance. Even just
buying the meal and delivering it would be nice. Fried chicken or pizza would be fine, but chinese
would be even better.
Kenneth has been a drug addict for all his life. He is 51 years old and has many ups and downs.
He is just now utilizing the bible to help his inner struggle and has some great results. He has a life
story that includes family struggles with his parents and how he carried them throughout his life.
His wife has been capable of dealing with him, although divorce was once a part of it.
His story is a common one among those who have not managed to stay focused on their path,
and instead have fallen over and over. Running away seems to describe the choice when they are
acting out their addiction, and Kenneth knows this. He describes to me how the bible has helped
him take responsibility for his actions. He is now getting back together with his wife and it is
impressive.
Kiwanis Park
It was on 9/20/2014 when I first saw this park. I think it ranks as one of the best parks I have
encountered in my life. It has everything that a kid would want, and all along the way there are
shade trees and a scenic route...complete with tennis courts, basketball court, and Frisbee golf
course...no kidding. The scenery and the whole shabang. There is a gazebo and many large
pavilions with picnic tables and a roof, plus nice public restrooms. I had a smile on my face.
This park has a creek that winds through it and a paved jogging trail that follows the creek. Plus, it
has a longer trail that runs away and back again (Azalea Trail). There were always people taking

advantage of this wonderful park. Joggers all the time and the tennis courts were busy. Trees
everywhere you look, and except for the fact that they made the disc golf course harder than hell,
I liked them alot.
Had I invested a little bit of money into a couple of good discs for the golf course, I would have
spent many half days here...having a ton of fun. I may still go on and do it. The city of Lufkin has
made an honest commitment toward the upkeep of their wonderful parks.
Main Street
This is a nice historic restoration place for the rich. Little noveltie shops and lawyer's offices, along
with rich people who are exactly what we do not want running the show. Exactly what we do not
want running this country. Too bad I am never impressed by rich people in these small towns,
except for the Salvation Army in Tyler. Money is a nasty addictive thorn on the face of society. Yet,
this is the tool required to solve problems, and it is not the fault of rich people...this is just the
definition of humanity. They identify with their money, and then near the end of their life, question
all that they stand for.
What would we do if rich people took a stand and made a public plea for an improvement on
society, and offered to make the effort? What if they had meetings with the nasty people who run
the churches and made an agreement to change this small city and let the preachers actually do
their job? What if the rich people were responsible for the churches becoming leaders of society
and spirituality took an honest turn toward the path to Heaven?
The combination of corporations and churches can change this country, if they became honest.
But, what if Lufkin turned out to be the exact right size town for rich people to work with churches
and make truth part of this town? If we could all look in the mirror and stand up straight, care about
the reality of the ego and what the truth in life can actually offer to help?
The homeless have their major flaws and problems, and simply appear to be in a hopeless
situation much of the time...with their lack of optimism and addictive behavior. The rich are in the
same boat, although they want to stay at the other end of it. They have their egoic foundation that
defines their existence, and yet...the obvious problems of the homeless and the rich are not their
fault. This is the definition of humanity.
If someone could unite this town to work together and embrace truth, we would have another
engraved plaque to install on main street.
Brookshire Brothers
This was my first stop many days. They had my breakfast biscuit waiting for me, along with
complimentary coffee. I could use my food stamps to get orange juice if I wanted, and still keep
my cost low. They have a nice clean bathroom. It is not extremely busy like the stores with low
prices.
The employees did not have the wonderful attitude that I encounter everywhere else. They seem
to not like their jobs. The management was very nice, but when I ordered food it was difficult to get
what I wanted and when I did, it was not a generous portion. They would give me one slice of
bacon when I ordered two.
They did not offer wifi like Burger King and Whataburger. Whataburger even offered free drinks

and coffee to seniors. Burger King made an honest effort to see me smile. The meals were OK,
but not fresh like these fast food restaurants. It was sitting in a pile under a heat lamp.
Still, it was a really nice stop to start my day.
Churches
Shelters
The attitude I encounter when I find Christian homeless shelters and their aid for the homeless is
not what I like. I would expect Christians to understand that they are not better than those that
they help. When I see those in charge, I see a person who knows they are better than me. They
want to impose rules to enforce that I know that. The dynamics of homeless shelters cannot help
but bring these Christians down in their abilities to help their homeless, because they witness the
pathetic life of the homeless, but have no power to provide solutions...due to their lack of
leadership by the church.
It is easy for someone to establish a superior self-worth by reading the bible and then sharing their
knowledge of that bible with others. They don't actually have to do anything at all, especially
toward solving problems or creating solutions. The system is designed that way. Give people an
easy way out to cover up their personal fear and never have to deal with actual truth. Quoting the
bible is all they do. It ends up with a self-worth based on the opposite of what we want...lies.
The rules in a homeless shelter run by a Christian missionary serve a purpose...no doubt. I know
this at least as well as them. I have spent a couple of years living homeless in the dirt right
alongside alcoholics and addicts. I have made a commitment and have written about it. I don't do
alot of talking. I walk the walk. I would like to see the shelter want to explore new options and listen
to new ideas...not run away and hide. They must have rules because the homeless exploit at any
opportunity.
Yet, Christians exploit the bible for their own means, which is generally to keep their job in which
they are failing. Since they have no responsibility toward the bottom line other than to implement
bible study, rules are their focus. Occasionally I do run into a person who I am proud of, but he/she
is surrounded by others who guarantee that truth will not be discussed. This is an example of what
the Christian church is. But, this is not the fault of the church or those who force the bible upon
others...it is simply the definition of humanity.
As I live among the homeless...with the addictions and excuses, I also feel their hopelessness.
This is created by the ineffectiveness of everything before them. They already have a lack of self
respect due to their failures in their life. Depression will be the most likely result of such a pathetic
excuse for righteousness from the Christian hypocrites. The homeless carry guilt and constantly
have to worry about the future. Society is their only other option, and it is a daily reminder of who
they are.
When I speak about my books to the homeless, I do not get their attention for very long. This is
because they have been taught to only do what is necessary to get fed and a have place to live for
a day or a few weeks. So, they are pretenders, taught by pretenders. But what they do know is
that they can get by for a short period of time if they kiss butt toward the Christians who offer
temporary help. This is just part of the exploitation of homeless life.
An effort that is organized by someone who is qualified, and cares, along with someone's money,

can work to show the churches what to do TOGETHER. We can set an example for the world...not
to show off how pretty we are, or to stand higher than anyone else, but instead to cleanse our
positioin for OUR souls, so that we have a chance to deal directly with our ego. This is not to use
the church for our selfish means. It is about giving and sharing, not serving our egos.
The Christian church fights to keep everything the way it is. There may be something better in the
big cities, but where I go what I see is a huge failure that is covered up with lies, by liars who love
themselves, and care nothing for others...especially if it has a personal cost. Sacrifice and
suffering seems to be the enemy of a Christian. They want to exploit for their personal
satisfaction. Yet, this is not their fault. This is the definition of Christianity.
The church offers a rediculous Christian ministery (Godtel) where they provide a shelter and
meals for the homeless. They have silly rules and require twice daily bible study. They cannot
wear shorts. The management has their identity wrapped up in a shelter that does little or nothing
to help. All it actually does is offer a meal for when the Salvation Army does not have one, and a
place to sleep for those with no hope.
The Godtel has some lingering homeless who have been there for quite a while. If this is not an
example of what not to do, what is?
Act Of Giving
The Act Of Giving is the solution. A PURE Act Of Giving. This is accomplished only once we are
able, and looking in the mirror is required. We can all kill as much time as we want arguing, but this
is the reality of our situation, as we are human. No one likes to look in the mirror. Maybe if we are
beautiful it helps, but there is still the truth that lies below. This is the true definition of humanity.
When we face the mirror, we look the other way or we alter our perspective so we never see the
true reflection as we need to so we can interpret. It is always easier for someone else to see you
and notice the pros and cons, than for you to see them on your own. If we had a system based on
truth we could solve problems that deal with the bottom line. This is not so complicated is it?
Maybe it starts out with a donation that is tax deductible. Before that it begins with a qualified
person who has spent years working toward a goal. But in the end it is the churches who make the
decision to fail or succeed. So far we have made sure to fail, and have done so over and over with
tremendous effort, all due to a certain kind of selfishness that only the Christian church can
glamorize.
The bottom line of the Christian churches is that they refuse challenges, stay within defined
boundaries, are total control freaks although their rules are a double standard most of the time,
and have a 90% failure rate. Christians absolutely do not deny any of this...they simply hold all of
the cards. They cannot withstand scrutiny so they make up a defense system designed to ignore
and ban all truth.
The Christian church makes it easy for people to attend and cultivate their egos. They have the
bible to provide a foundation that allows them to do nothing other than quote. Look good while you
quote, use a soft voice when needed, and have a strong one ready. All you have to do is make
your congregation feel good. Have them offer a sack lunch or outdated groceries to those in need
and never face the actual needs to solve problems.
So, can we ask a Christian to stand up for truth?

On 10-14-14, I had a perfect example of the problem with Christianity. I had my gear laid out next
door to Fallas...taking advantage of the shade under their front awning and was playing solitaire
with my playing cards, and as is common, a few people came up to me and talked. Most are
interested in me and want to help if I need it. One was a 23 year old child/man named Trevor. He
approached me with an extremely soft voice, as if he was some sort of precious moment for me to
remember in my life...as is common for Christians. He talked about Jesus and how he would like
to introduce me to Him.
I explained who I was and what I have been doing for the last few years, and I told Trevor, "you
know how many times I have heard this?". "I want you to hear it again" was his reply. I explained
to him that I gave up materialism and "walk the walk", as opposed to Christians who just "talk the
talk". I tried to do some explaining, but he refused to listen, as Christians do. They control
everything. They are addicted to ego and the bible, and their love for themselves is built upon their
ability to dominate.
No matter how much sense I made, and no matter how little sense he made, he "felt sorry for me
and my path to Hell". With this young man, it was easy to have something to say worth listening to,
but he refused. He was 23 years old, and knew nothing aout the reality of life. All he knew was his
infatuation with himself. It is simple to see how wrong a 23 year old is, but what about those who
are the same as him and are 50 years old? Trevor has had success in establishing equity for
himself within the church because he plays their game and they control him.
This is just another of the countless experiences I have had with Christians and their inevitable
destruction they lay upon the human race. All because they love their egos. If they would just get
past this addiction and go to step two...truth, after they have an honest faith, which they do not,
then they would help humanity...instead of destroy it. They simply refuse to take responsibility for
their actions.
I had enough of this lost soul, lost my patience, and told him "take your soft voice and go look in
the mirror...and feel your love for yourself. You are addicted to your ego". It is sad that he is so
fake and yet he is a perfect example of the Christian faith. It has the power to develop faith in
those who are totally lost, but anyone who can see how dishonest Christianity is, due to the
human influence upon it, will likely lose any faith in humanity at all.
If Christianity would just accept truth as a step two, then we would have a chance. But, that cannot
happen as it is because the whole faith currently exploits the bible and is addicted to ego. Trevor
has his "testimony" that shows how Christianity preys upon the weak. It cannot stand up to
scrutiny, and face the fact that it fails 90% of the time, and has no bottom line. They simply do not
care. They only care about themselves.
The next morning, I was again playing solitaire under the awning...pondering my morning run to
the grocery store to get salad fixings. Two men came up to me and told me to pack up my gear
and move on. I asked, "Why?". They said it is not a good idea for me to be here. I again asked
why. They told me to move on. I said, "I don't understand." They told me that they were the owners
of the building and I need to move on.
I responded by telling them that the business owners in this building like me being here, and if I
need to move on, I would like them to ask me. They told me that if I didn't move on they were
calling the police. I asked them to identify themselves. They said they were the owners of the
building. I replied by saying, "That tells me nothing. I am the owner of the building. Identify

yourselves". They said, "We are the owners of the building...move on".
I could have made a scene but there was no need. I need to move on anyway. It is not hard to see
what is happening here, but I will not try to make a link if it involves speculation. It looks as if
Christians are starting to make their move to protect themselves from truth, and my efforts to
share it. I am a writer and a speaker, and there is not much of a need to speak to Christians. I
know that, but I still try. This is the definition of humanity...take the easy way out. Christianity is the
simple path to the ego.
In maybe 50 years there might be a Christian brave enough to read my books and do something
honest.
Truth
When a person sets a high standard, there is always someone who wants what you have, and has
no problem destroying all that is good to get it. That is the truth in America. Each year there are
less and less willing to defend their country. We announce that we defend our country against evil,
and each one of us finds out later that it was a lie. We don't destroy the evil, we fight so we can
partner with it. There is little chance integrity can stand up to the evil hypocritic norm of America.
Yes, we have Americans...people who adjust their opinion by how they are profiting at the
moment. They have no concern for the truth of the matter...that would require a commitment.
They never had to walk the walk...and defend the institution of America as I did. They didn't have
to do the suffering, and earn the right to be spiritual...and follow truth. To stand up and defend
truth...and go down with the ship. To be a modern American is to play the game...to be a step
ahead in that game.
The Christian church and all it represents is so wrapped up into their superiority that the bottom
line is covered up in a pile of lies. They refuse to ever deal with truth. The fact that Christians are
hypocrites means nothing to them, as they are exploiting...just like the homeless are forced to do
by society. We have an exploiting society...no matter where you look. Excuses allow Christians to
maintain.
I challenge the Christian church to look in the mirror. That is where Heaven lurks...not in their
delusions of egoic self-worth. The mirror is the closest any Christian will get to truth, as it does not
paint everything with quotes from the bible. But, they refuse. Exploitation of the bible is what
defines Christianity. It does help those who are a lost cause due to an addiction, and gives them
hope for a while...but the actual cause of problems are the lies from society...and the ego.
If the Christian church quit making excuses and took responsibility for the bottom line, and
stopped blaming others...and selfishness was faced directly...truth would be used in a positive
manner and the ego would be challenged. Giving and sharing would be the result, and society
would progressively move forward. The corruption of humanity would still be our defining theme,
but it would not be in the truth of our spirituality...in our churches. No more exploitation of the bible.
All of my books are banned by the Christian religion. No wonder why. They care nothing for
truth...they only want the facts of the bible. This gives them power to delude themselves. The
local, state, and higher governments will not solve the problems of society. They are the cause.
Rich people have too many things they focus on in their lives and most never deal with truth.
Humanity is defined by spirituality, and as it is now, the Christian church is all we have that has the
power to solve problems.

We once had communes in the past where they did try to deal with the truth of the matter, but they
were too small...and the ego requires humanity to work together. It is the Christian church that has
the power...if they had an honest new leader who was brave enough to face truth. Someone who
could take the hands of the weak Christian people who have the power, and hold them together.
Someone who would risk all and face the demons of society.
The churches need to take responsibilty for the bottom line of society. Our homeless community
has a bottom line. It is one of lying, stealing, shoplifting, mugging, filth, addictions, and dumpster
diving. Our community mostly doesn't care unless they are forced to witness it. But, I have
witnessed many people who do care. They are willing to help, and want to deal with the bottom
line. It is a sad look on their face when they are confronted with the reality of humanity.
The honest people in our community that I see, when they are confronted with the reality of
homeless life, do want to help. They did not know that the church is not doing their job, as they are
brainwashed. When they have the chance to read my books, their whole life is turned upside
down. When they realize that their faith does need truth to move forward, it is upsetting to these
honest people. They may not know what to do next. I think they will begin to look at the bottom line
of their church.
But, the churches have a bottom line that is the same as a business. Their theme of some sort of
spirituality is a lie. All they do is know the bible quotes and they can do anything they want. I have
witnessed them help a tiny bit with low quallity meals and second hand basic needs. They make
sure that the homeless know they are inferior. They have no choice because they are protecting
themselves...from the exploitation of the homeless, and the fact that the truth may get out. The
Christians must protect themselves from truth.
If the churches were redefined with truth as their choice, and the bottom line as a theme, then we
would have no homeless. The definition of mankind would make a leap forward and there may be
a reason for it to survive destruction. As it is now, that is our only choice...to destroy everything
and start over. It is the Christian church that has the power. I have witnessed this as I have walked
Texas. They have the power to change everything, or keep it is as it is...a pathetic excuse for
egoic materialistic corruption.
In order to make change in our churches, we have to do the same thing all society must
do...except we have to do it first. The church is where it starts...with truth...not quotes from the
bible. All the quotes do is make sure nothing changes. Again, we must:
take responsibility for our actions, and the bottom line
quit making excuses...using quotes from the bible or otherwise
stop blaming others...look in the mirror and accept the blame
It is all about truth.
"The Christian church has the ability to change the world". That statement has been
acknowledged many times by Christians when I state it as I go on my travels. Problem is, they are
thinking of the church as it is, while I am thinking about its potential...which is the opposite of what
it is now. The difference is that the Christians will have to not be hypocrites, and that responsibility
lies upon the church.
It would seem that in order to not be a hypocrite, a person would have to reject society totally...and
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